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4�F4� ��C' � I�2�"�     A. Fill in the blanks with the given words. One word is extra.   1 (communicate - range - greatly - manner - addicted )  1. People use language to ……………….. with each other in a society.  2. Cars are now available in a wide ……………….. of prices.  3. My teacher has a very calm …………………… . Everybody likes him.  4. These days many teenagers are ………….. to the Internet and TV.  B. Match the words with their definitions. One word is extra. (1)  5. to stop something from happening. (….)  a. hang out  6. to form a thing, amount or number. (….)  b. luckily  7. to spend a lot of time with a person or in a place. (….)   c. probably  8. the synonym of fortunately. (…..)  d. make up      e. prevent   C. Choose the best answer.  1  9. He …… watched any good movies recently. He is going to buy …….  DVDs.   a. hasn’t / a few b. haven’t / a little c. hasn’t / a little d. haven’t / a few   10. I ………….. the light, drank a ………….. of orange juice and then went to bed.    a. got up / glass b. turned on  / slice c. turned on / glass d. got up / slice  D. Fill in the blanks with your own words.  1  11. “How ………………. cars are there in the street?”    “a lot of cars.”  12. They bought a ………………. of bread and two …………….. of rice.  13. The workers have worked in this factory …………… 25 years.   E. Use the given words, prefixes or suffixes to make new words.  1  home - danger - healthy - start 14. un………….…… 15. ………..……less 16. re………….….. 17. ……………..ous  F. Read the sentence, and then complete the table.  2  18. Yesterday, Mom was cooking dinner in the kitchen.  19. He speaks English fluently at school.         subject verb object adverb of manner adverb of time 18.  …………... …………... …………...  …………... 19.  …………... …………... …………... …………...    G. Unscramble the following sentences.  1  20. Canadian - borrowed - dollars - two - I - hundred.   ………………………………………………………………………………………..  21. you - this - ever - have - game - played – interesting - ?   ………………………………………………………………………………………..?  
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��������� �	�� 2       ����2  H. Cloze Test: Read the passage and choose the best answer.  2 Do you know that overweight …...... (22)………. the blood pressure and the risk of heart attack? Therefore, if you are fat you should do certain things. First, you should have a balanced  …….. (23)……... Eating vegetables can help a lot, but if you eat too much meat, oil and fast food, you will .…….. (24)……… weight. Second, stop being a couch potato! You should do daily exercise, it can .……. (25)……….. overweight. Another important thing that makes you be fat is bad eating habits. You should try to avoid them to be healthy.    22. a. decreases       b. helps           c. makes           d. increases   23. a. food        b. habit        c. diet            d. plan  24. a. lose         b. gain         c. get            d. take    25. a. prevent          b. make          c. become          d. balance   I. Reading Comprehension: Read the passage and answer the questions.  2 Nowadays life is becoming more and more stressful.  People live under the pressure of various problems social, emotional, mental and others. They constantly suffer from stress, noise and dust in big cities. In order to overcome all difficulties a person should be strong and healthy, take care of physical and mental health. There are several ways to do that. Sport is one of the first importance. Nowadays different kinds of sports become more accessible for people.  Vast  network  of  sports  club  offers  a  great  choice  of  them  having equipment and  trainers  helping  choose  the  right  set  of  exercises.  The healthiest kind of sports are climbing, jogging and yoga.  Healthy lifestyle pre-supposes healthy food. Usually healthy food is simple.  The daily menu includes meat, fruits and vegetables, milk products. Fruits and vegetables contain different vitamin and give us energy.  I prefer milk to coffee, seafood to meat, vegetables soup to fatty food. People go on a diet especially women.  Questions:  26. What kind of problems do people suffer from?   …………………………………………………….  27. How can one overcome his problems?   …………………………………………………….  28. Nowadays people are more depressed than before.     a. True     b. False  29. The healthiest kind of sports are riding and fishing.       a. True  b. False              Good Luck. Shahram.Ranjbari     


